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	The objective of this book is to give an introduction to the software process improvement

	field to computer science students. The well-known Capability Maturity Model Integration

	(CMMI1) is used as the vehicle for software process improvement as it has become the

	de facto standard2 for implementing best practice in software engineering. The reader is

	guided through the steps in setting up a CMMI improvement initiative; implementing the

	various CMMI process areas and maturity levels; and conducting appraisals. Appraisals

	are an essential part of the continuous improvement cycle as they allow the organization

	to understand its current software engineering process maturity, to prioritize future process

	improvements, and to confirm that the process improvements made have been effective.





	The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and many other quality experts believe that

	there is a close relationship between the quality and maturity of the underlying software

	processes and the quality of the delivered software product. The implementation of the

	CMMI brings best practice in software and systems engineering into the organization,

	thereby enhancing its software engineering effectiveness and enabling it to achieve more

	consistent results.





	The implementation of the CMMI enables the organization to design and develop software

	following sound software engineering principles, i.e. the requirements are clearly

	defined and documented; a software design is produced that is valid with respect to the

	requirements. The software code implements the design and peer reviews and testing are

	employed to verify that the implementation is valid with respect to the requirements and

	the design. Sound project management practices are employed during the project, and this

	enables a high-quality software solution to be delivered on time and on budget to the

	customer.
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Linux Ethernet HowtoIuniverse Inc, 2000
The Linux Ethernet-HOWTO is a compilation of information about which Ethernet devices can be used for Linux, and how to set them up. This HOWTO is focused on the hardware and low-level driver aspect of the Ethernet cards, and does not cover the software end of things like ifconfig and route (this material is covered in the Network HOWTO). 
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Perl/Tk Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998

	The Perl/Tk Pocket Reference is a companion volume to Learning Perl/Tk, an O'Reilly Animal Guide. Learning Perl/Tk is a tutorial for Perl/Tk, the extension to Perl for creating graphical user interfaces. With Tk, Perl programs can be window-based rather than command-line based, with buttons, entry fields, listboxes,...
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Operative Dictations in Urologic SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	This is an essential book for all urological surgeons. It should be studied by urological

	residents as well as mature urological surgeons to enhance the knowledge of information

	needed in an operative report.





	The details of the necessary information in an operative report are provided for

	virtually all urological...
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Accumulating Capital Today (Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book explores the renewal of forms of capital accumulation and the institutions that shape it. It focuses on three main sources of accumulation: the extraction of profit through labor and the commodification of nature, financial speculation and the ways in which profit is converted into wealth. It thus offers a new understanding...
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Exercises in Synthetic Organic ChemistryOxford University Press, 1997

	This book is comprised of a series of exercises in synthetic organic chemistry based around recently published syntheses. Each exercise gives a reference to the original work, a synthetic scheme in which either structures or reagents have been omitted, a series of questions on the exercise, and in most cases references to related literature...
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GPU-Based Techniques for Global Illumination Effects (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Real-time rendering poses severe computational requirements to computers. In order to maintain a continuous looking motion for the human eye, at least 20 images need to be generated in each second. An image consists of about a million pixels, which means that for a single pixel the visible point and its color should be computed in less than 50 ns...
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